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DIFFERENTIAL IDENTITIES

BERNARD BEAUZAMY AND JÉRÔME DÉGOT

Abstract. We deal here with homogeneous polynomials in many variables and

their hypercube representation, introduced in [5]. Associated with this repre-

sentation there is a norm (Bombieri's norm) and a scalar product. We inves-

tigate differential identities connected with this scalar product. As a corollary,

we obtain Bombieri's inequality (originally proved in [4]), with significant im-

provements.

The hypercube representation of a polynomial was elaborated in order to

meet the requests of massively parallel computation on the "Connection Ma-

chine" at Etablissement Technique Central de l'Armement; we see here once

again (after [3] and [5]) the theoretical power of the model.

1.  THE HYPERCUBE REPRESENTATION AND BOMBIERI'S NORM

Let

(1) P(Xl,...,xN)= J2 aax°>---xaN»

\a\=m

be a homogeneous polynomial in N variables X\, ... , xn , with complex co-

efficients and degree m . Here, as usual, we write a = (a i, ... , ajy), H =

Qi + ■ ■ ■ + apj ■

For any i\, ... , im, \ < i\ < N, ... , 1 < im < N, we define, as in [4],
l        f)mP

[Z) ^.«-" m\dxh---dx^

and by Taylor's formula we have

N

(3) P{x\,..., xN) =     2_,    c<.,'„*'. •••*/«>
/,,...,(„=i

which is called the symmetric form of the polynomial.

For a polynomial P of degree m , Bombieri's norm is defined as (see [4])

(4) [P\m)
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We usually omit the subscript (m), but it should be clear that the norm depends

on the degree of the polynomial.

As explained in [5], both (3) and (4) have a geometric description, by means

of the hypercube representation of the polynomial: in the hypercube [0, l]m ,

we define the Nm points ¥,,,...,,„  with coordinates i\/N, ... , im/N   (1 <

ii < N, ... , I < im < N).   We now put each coefficient c(|.¡m  onto the

corresponding point M¡x,... \ ¡m ; this operation is called representation of the

polynomial on the hypercube. Bombieri's norm appears as the canonical l2-

norm associated with this representation.

If we start with any polynomial P given as in (1), it can be written in many

ways in the form

N

(5) P{x\, ... ,xN) =     ^2     bi^...Jmxh---xim,
i] ,...,i„ = \

but the symmetric representation (3) has a particular property, as the following

proposition shows (it was communicated to us by Christian Millour):

Proposition 1. Among all representations of P of the form (5), the symmetric

one (3) is the one for which the l2-norm is minimal.

Proof. For any i\, ... , im ,if a is a permutation of {/i , ... , im} , we have

2^*<T(/i)>...,<T(i„) - zZc'o(ii),...,o(im) >

and £„(,-,) ,...,o{im) —Ci.,im for any a . Therefore, the proposition follows from

the observation that, if (a,) are any complex numbers with fixed sum, £) |a,|2

is minimal when all the a, 's are equal.

2. The associated scalar product

Canonically associated with Bombieri's norm [ ](m), there is a scalar product:

if P, Q are two homogeneous polynomials with same degree m, written in

symmetric form as

N

P{X\ , ... , xN) =       2^      Cit,„.jmXir--Xjm,

'<.'m=1

N

Q(x\, ■■■ , xN) =     22     di<,...,'mxh ■ ■ ■ xim ,
/l,...,/m=i

then we set
N _

[P,Q\m)=        J2       C't,-,in,dil,...,im.
Il ,...,lm = l

This scalar product appears already in Bruce Reznick [10], where the following

result can be found:

Proposition 2. Let b = (b\, ... , ¿jv) and define o¡, = b\X\ H-h b^x^ . Then,
for any homogeneous polynomial P with degree m,

P(bl,...,bN) = [P,ôf].
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Proof. We just observe that 5? can be written in symmetric form

N

(6) ôf{xx,...,xN)=     J2     bix---bimxlx---xu
it,...,im=l

and the result follows. This result justifies the notation " o¡, ", since this poly-

nomial behaves as a Dirac measure for this scalar product.

As we did for the norm, we usually omit the subscript (m) in the notation

of the scalar product and write simply [P, Q], but one should remember that

P and Q must be of the same degree (or be considered so), and that the scalar

product depends on that degree.

We observe that, in order to define the scalar product, only one of the poly-

nomials needs to be written in symmetric form:

Proposition 3. Let P — £,•      ,  Q,,..., imx¡x ■ ■ ■ x¡m be written in symmetric form

(3), and let

Q=    J2   dh,...,jmxh---xjm
jl ,-,jm

be any homogeneous polynomial of degree m  {the d's need not be invariant

under permutation of indices). Then

[p,Q]= ¿2 <C.tX.-.t.
i'l .....im

Proof. Let

Q=      5Z     dh.JmXh —Xjm
j.im

be the symmetric form of Q. Then

(7) [P,Q}=    £   c^...,lmd\—m.

Í1 ,..., im

But

ajl,.-,jm ~ ~^\   2^i  aMl)'-'Jkm)
" rJ€5m

where Sm is the group of permutations of {\, ... , m] . Substituting into (7)

and taking into account the symmetry of the c 's, we obtain the result.

We now investigate a few special situations:

Proposition 4. Let P\, ... , P^   be homogeneous polynomials in  N  variables

x\, ... , Xn , with degrees m \, ... , m¿ .   Let m = m \ + ■ ■ ■ + m^ , and let

q\, ... , qm be homogeneous polynomials of degree 1. Then

[P\--Pk, Qi---qm]

= —{ ¿2[P\ > Qa(\) ■ ■ ■ Qa(mt)] x ' ' ' x [^c , Qa(m-mk + \) ' - ' Qo(m)] .
a

where a runs over all permutations of {1, ... , m).

Proof. For / = 1, ... , m , we write

N

Qi - zZ aUxJ -
j=\
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and we obtain a symmetric representation of q{- ■ qm:

1        N
qx'"qm = ~w~\     zZ     zZq[ >•<>«)'"gm''°wx'< '"*>»

This can also be written

ml
i¡,...,im = \   a

1 N
qx'qm^~m\     zl     ¿Zq°W'>i'"q°(mh>n,xit---Xim-

' i, ,...,im=\   o

Now, we write each P¡ in the form' J

i¡i

where Ij = {i'm,_1+i, ■■■ , im,}, and XIj stands for ximj_^ ■ ■■xim¡ .

Then a nonsymmetric representation of P\ ■ ■■ Pk is given by

*-Ä-    E   ^■■.c^XIi---Xh.
it,-, h

Using Proposition 3, we find that

[Pl—Pk,Q\—4m] = =a   zZ    z2c<i?---ch)q°0),'t ••■«a(m)./M

4EEÎÎ.OTi . -*(1),/| ' "Qo(m\\,im

a    \ I,

x ... x I V^c\k)a~ i ,\ ■• ■■■a i K • : I

V'* /

= —\ ¿^\P\ > Qa(\) ■ ■ -Qa{m,)]- " [Pk > Qo(m-mk + \) • ••<?<r(m)]>

which concludes the proof.

This proposition has several corollaries (which of course have direct proofs):

Corollary 5. Let P\, ... , pm, q\, ... , qm  be homogeneous polynomials of de-

gree 1, with variables x\, ... , x/v • Then

' aesm

where a runs over the set Sm of all permutations of {1, ... , m}.

In the next corollary, we give an expression of the scalar product of two

polynomials in one variable z , with same degree m . This expression uses the

zeros of both polynomials:

Corollary 6. Let P — (z - a\) • ■ -(z - am), Q = (z - b\) ■ ■ -(z - bm). Then

' o£S,„

where a turns over the set Sm of all permutations of {1 , ... , m\.
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This corollary is an obvious consequence of Corollary 5. We identify the

one-variable polynomial z - a with the homogeneous two-variable polynomial

z - az'.

An expression of [P, Q], using the zeros of P and Q, was already given by

Y. Legrandgérard [8]. It differs from this one, and is more complicated

3. The multilinear functional associated
with a many-variable polynomial

Let P be a homogeneous polynomial in N variables. Then there is a multi-

linear form L on C" x • ■ • x C* , associated to this polynomial by the formula

L(Z(1), ... , Z(m))

\_i

m\ 2

m

-~ml7^       E       *l'-'*vP IS«/2?*» ■"J2eJZN)] >
£i,...,£m=±l \;=1 j=\

where each Z(j,) stands for (Z[J), ... , Z\p).
The fact that L is indeed multilinear is not a priori clear; it was originally

proved by Martin in the 30s in a Master's thesis. A proof can be found in

S. Dineen [6]. But this fact will become obvious once we establish

Proposition 7. The form L coincides with the multilinear form generated by the

hypercube; that is,

(9) L,(Z<«,.:vrzW)-    E   ciu,.,imzlil)-z™.
¡1,... ,i„=l

Since quite obviously L, is linear with respect to each variable, the same

will be true for L.

Proof. If in (8) we write P in the symmetric form (3) and substitute, we get

L(Z(1,'-'Z(m,) = ^       ^      ^^     t     «..«-

£l,...,£m = ±l I.,¡,„=1

( m \ ( m \

N

¿2     c'i.<-       E      £i ••£»-»i j/?/
m!2

'1.'m=l £|.£m=±l

Using Rademacher functions (see for instance [2]), this can be written more

simply:

L = ̂      E     k.^ Í ^■■■rm(t)(±rJ(t)Zl¡\J±rJ(t)zA dt.
'i.'-, = 1 J0 \/=I / \j=\ J
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We expand all products and observe that all terms have integral 0, except those

which give r2(t) ■ ■ ■ r%,(t) ; the latter have integral 1. This way, we obtain

£ = AE   y   <*,    tz/"'J."ZÍ*">;m\  Z_í Z-_< '.•'"'      '1 Im       '
U    i¡,...,im = l

where u = {u\, ... , um) runs through all permutations of {1, ... , m] . We

rewrite
Z.("l) ...£("»>)_ ^(I) ...gi™)

<< '"• 'U-l(l) 'U-l(m)'

and use the fact that c¡   .        ,   ,     = c¡.      ¡  , and obtain the result.
•1,-1(1) '■■■''u-'^m) '< < — ''m '

Example 8. The polynomial P{x\, x2) = x\ — 2>x\x2 + x\ gives in symmetric

form Xj3 - (xiX]X2 + X1X2X1 -(- x2x\X\) + x\ , and the associated trilinear form

is:

L(Z(" , Z~™ , Z<3') = Z¡1)Z¡2)Z[3)

_ /7(1)7(2)7(3)      7(1)7(2)7(3)      7(1)7(2)7(3K       7(1)7(2)7(3)
I £ji      ^^1      ■^^9 •" ■^ 1      ^^9      ^^1        ~~'    ^^9      ^^1      ^^1      /  ""'    ^^9      ^^9     ^^9      *

As pointed out to us by Andrew Tonge, the above proposition is known

to specialists in multilinear functionals, though we could not find a published

proof. Moreover, it does not seem to provide any quantitative improvement

of the results on the norm of the multilinear functional obtained originally

by Banach and completed by various authors (R. Aron and J. Globevnik [1],

L. Harris [7], Y. Sarantopoulos [11], I. Zalduendo [12]).

4. Differential identities

Let us return to scalar products. The basic observation (already made by

Bruce Reznick in [10]) is that multiplication by a variable on one side becomes

derivation on the other side. Precisely, we have:

Lemma 9. If P is of degree m - 1 and Q of degree m, then

dQ
[X\P, Q\m) = —

P' dxx (m-1)

Proof. Of course, it is enough to prove the formula when P, Q are monomials,

say P = xp • • -xaNN (with \a\ = m-1), Q = xf' • • ■ xßNN (with {\ß\ = m). Then

[XlP, Q\m) = K' + 1Xf • • -X7 , Xf1 • ■■XßN»\m)

and this is 0, except if ß\ = a\ + 1 , ß2 — a2, ... , ßN = a^ , in which case the

value is
9n i2      _\xßl---xß"\i    -^l!'

l-*i        xN j(m) —
ml

Similarly,

P   M
' dxt

[Xj ' ' Xyy     ,   PlX¡ X2      ' - - Xjy   J(m_l)
c' -l(m-l)

is 0, except if a\ — ß\ - 1 , a2 = ß2, ... , a^ — ß^ , in which case the value is

ßt\xa'---xan2        . ff ai!---ow! _ ß\\--ßN\.
ßdxl       ^J(m-l),-^ (m_1}!   -   (m_1}!  .

the result follows.
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Corollary 10 (Transpositon of a linear factor). Let P be of degree m - 1 and

Q be of degree m . Then

KE««)'.'C-=i''E»^dXj
[m-l)

If P and Q are one-variable polynomials (with the identification between

¿ZoaJzJ and ^la;Z7Vw->), the polynomial adQ/dz + a'dQ/dz' is the ho-
mogeneous version of the polynomial mQ(z) + (a- z)Q'(z), which is called the

polar derivative of Q at the point a (cf. Marden [9]) and denoted by Q\ (a, z).

So, for one-variable polynomials, the above formula becomes

1
[(az + l)P, Q\m) = -[/», ßi(ä, z)](M_i).

From Lemma 9 will follow several differential identities. In order to state

them, we recall the following definitions, which are standard in P.D.E.

If P{x\, ... , xn) = J2 aax"x ■ ■ ■ xNN is a polynomial, the associated differen-

tial operator is

P{Dx,...,DN) = Y,a«DV-DN

where D¡  stands for d/dxj.  This operator is usually written simply P{D),

with D = (D\, ... , Dn) . We write simply P¡ instead of dP/dx¡, and more

generally P¡u...,ik instead of dkP/dxi] ■ ■ ■ dxik .
We also define

P*{x\, ... , Xn) =  / j aax"x ■ ■ ■ xNN.

\a\=m

A simple generalization of Lemma 9, also stated by Bruce Reznick [10], is

Lemma 11. Let  P,Q,R   be homogeneous polynomials,  with   degP  = p,
deg Q = q, deg R = r, with r = p + q . Then

[PQ,R\r) = ^[Q,P*{D)R\q).

We can now state the most general form of the differential identities.

Theorem 12. Let P, Q, R, S be four homogeneous polynomials, respectively of
degree p, q, r, s, with p + q = r + s. Then

[PQ,RS](p+9)

= 7^rE(<?~[,+ fc)!   E   [^.....fc^ö. ^,...,,(^jv,+*).
Vy     Hh k>0 it.k = \

We observe that in this sum the terms are 0

- if k>p (since Pf*.,- =0),

- if k > r (since /?*      ^ = 0),

- if r - k > q (since "r\     k (D)Q = 0), and
- if r-k> s (since P*'""jk\D)S = 0).
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We will give two proofs of the theorem:  the first one is longer but more

transparent, the second one shorter and less transparent.

First proof. If P = £ c„,..., lpxh ••■*/,« Ä = £ dh ,..., ¡,xh ■ ■ ■ xjr, then we have

[PQ,RS)=   ¿2    E  c'..<„'3jl,...,jr[Xir--xipQ,Xjl--XjrS]plp+q

<1.h It .-.Jr

1 £i

E E     Cil,~;ipdjl.JrlXh ■    -XipQ,  T^r{Xjl ■ --XjrSïïp+q-i ,
p + q dXi,

i| ,...,IPJ, ,...,Jr

by Lemma 9.
We now need a lemma which describes the exchange between a multiplication

and a derivation.

Lemma 13. For all homogeneous polynomials R, Q with same degree,

£*«,;
i .j

r. fcym £<v../)i*.ai+E<íj
'■./ 'dXi

Proof of Lemma 13. We have simply

5>j'../ R, ¿toß)

= EE^
;   My

= EE^-
/   ¥j

R^ixjQ) ¿Zcjj
J

*,^(*jQ)

R.xM
1 dXi

+ E0.;
i

*^£f+e
and the lemma follows.

We observe that the statement of this lemma is quite similar to what one

gets in computing a derivative in the sense of distributions: a derivative plus a

jump. The similarity is quite natural; here also, we have a derivative inside a

duality.
Let us now return to the proof of Theorem 12.

Using Lemma 13, we find that

[PQ,RS] =
1

p + q
E     E   ci.,..,</i|J2,..r[Xi2-xipQ,xj2-xJrS]

<l ,-,'p Il.Jr

+

1

p + q
E E      C>.hdJt,-Jr

I.,'pJ.'J'

Repeating the process, we get

x¡2 • • • XipQ, Xjt        (Xj2 ■ ■ ■ XjrS)

r—n   E     E   c'i.hdh,h.jr[Xi2--x,pQ,xj2-xJrS]
p + q

<l ,-,'p J2.Jr

+ -r7T^   E     E   c".hdit.j\x¡2---xipQ,xh---x]rSlA
p + q

<i.ipJ\.A
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In order to argue by induction, we define

L(l ,   k)   =       2_^ ¿_^ Ci.,Ípdi,.ÍlJl+¡,-Jr

I, ,...,i,jM ,...,jr

x [x¡p_k+¡ ■ ■ ■ XipQ, Xjl+I ■ ■ ■ XjrS(M,...,ip_k\.

In this notation, / stands for the numbers of "links" between the c 's and

the d 's (that is, the number of indices appearing in both) and k stands for

the number of variables before Q (from x¡ _k+i to x¡p). We observe that

[PQ,RS] = L(0,p).
Then the same computation as above, using Lemma 13, yields the induction

formula:

L(l, k) = ^—\-L{l +l,k-l) + y-1— L{1, k - 1).
v q+k k+q

From this formula, we deduce by induction on j that, for all j,

L{0,p)={p+^~j)l (r(r-l).-.(r-j+l)L(j,p-j)

+ (\)r(r-l)---(r-j + 2)L(j-l,p-j)

0+     , )r---{r-j+k+\)L{j-k,p-j)

(   .J_x\rL{\,p-j) + U )

Taking j — p , we get

4-      (.,.     .N      f.    „ ,  ,Nr/-   m ,        , /P
L(° ' P) = JrjfaV V{r ~ 1} " '{r ~ P + 1)L{P ' 0) + ' ■ ■ + I / J r" ' ■ip + Q)\

(r _ / _1_  \\T II     ÍTlJ_J.Í )rL(l,0) + L(0,0))

But, for every /,

£('.<>)«   E      E    cit,-Jpdil,...,i,,jl+.jÀQ'XjM---XjrSiM,...,h]
1, ,...,ipji+l ,...,j,

and by Lemma 9

_ (ff-r + /)!
7   - 7   ,        Ci¡,...,ipdii ,...,/,, ;,+ ,,... JrlQjl+f-j, '   ̂ 'i

<l.ipJM'-'Jr

(q-r + l)\  y^

q\
i.,i;

7 „      "'l,...,/;,/;+i,-, jrQji+t,.... J> '      2w      C't,-,ipSii+.'p

J;+i , — >/r <7+l > —. 'j>

_(,   , +1). (,!),(,,-0!  j, [R.. ^.
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Substituting each L(l, 0) into L(0,p) above yields the announced result.

Second proof. Using Euler's formula, we can write P = \ Y^x¡Pi, and thus

[PQ,RS] = ± y[XiPiQ, RS] = -7-^— Y}P<Q. (PS)il
P   | pyr + S) ■ ¡

Repeating this process on P¡, we get

[PQ>RS]=(rpt(r + sP)î   S  [p'.ÍQA*S)iu-¿l
í'l,... ,íp

We now study the derivative (AS),-,.¡^.  Let tp be the set of partitions of

{1, ... , p} into two subsets. If u, v are two such subsets, we let k be the

number of elements in u, k' the number of elements in v (of course k + k' =

p). We also write u(j) for the y'th element of u,v(j') for the j'th element

of v . Then

(™S )i,,...,ip=    2-i      f"di.»WÄoi.'»(*'>•
(«,t))6Tp

Therefore

fol! .
ii ,...,(p («,)))€r

[fß, AS] - ^¡T^jT^)!   E      E   [p'J.-.'Pß> ^/„i,,,...,¡,(«5Mi),...,<V)i-

Repeating the same argument, we get

[PQ,RS]=   uq-    „    E      E   (! " ;tA)!

7   . l("l'l ,-.,ipQ)jk + t ,-,jr '   ̂ 'U|l),. -JudoJk + l.7r"f»<l). ....i,,,*')]'X

But P,- ,..., ;   is a scalar, and therefore

[PQ'RS]- p\{p + q)\    E      E     (r_W
y yy     *'  (u,v)ezptt.-,ip   v '

X Z^ I     'I .-.'/.ÖA + I .-.Jr '    "'Uli).'«(*)A + I.Á^'»(1|.'..(*')J'

V* +.,Jr
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Since both P,,,...,,,, and Rium,...,iu{k]jk+i,...,jr are scalars, this is also

_ 1 y-      y>   (q-r + k)]

p\(p + q)\    *-"      *-"       (r-k)\
y yy      *'   (u,v)€Tpi.ip      V ;

X       Z^      [■"»«(l).-./»(*).Jk+l,->JfQjk*l,-~Jr> P't.ip^iv(t).!'»(*')]

jk + l ,-,jr

1 v-    (q-r + k)\      v
p\{p + q)\    ¿-        (r-k)\ ^

{u,v)exp «»(o. ••■. i«(t)

7  .,        **Í«(1)>-•• i»«(*)'.Jt+'l.Jrf¿Jk+l , — ,jr > ¿—I 'ht — ,ip"'v{i)t — .'»<*')
Á+1 >"..Jr '»(1) ,...,!„(*/)

1 v-    (g-r + fc)!
p!i> + g)!, ¿i       {r-k)\

'u(l) .- >'«(*)

1
E (^/+fc)!(p-ie>! E [Ä;,.....it(/»ß, ^.....,t(ß)5]

F'^     *y* (a,»)€T, ii .....it

pW^yX(pk)^-r+ky-ip-ky- E w,.....itwe,^.fc(D)5i.
í:=0 ('i ,..., ik

which gives

£=0 il,-,i*

and concludes the second proof.

Taking P = R, Q = S (thus q — s, p = r), we immediately deduce

Corollary 14. For any homogeneous polynomials P, Q of degrees p  and q

respectively,

\PQ]2 =_!_Y (q-P + k)\   y 2

Since all terms on the right-hand side are positive, we deduce, taking k = p ,

g!

l> + g)!/>!
lp®2>-7W^.  E M5Î.iPMQf-

,iP

But P*      ;  =/;!c,l,...,,/, is just a constant. So

E WÍ.ip(D)Q]2 = p\2 J2  K.,p\2[Q]2 = P'2IP]2[Q]2,
ll.-.lp '1.'p

and we deduce that

fß? £ T^TItfOTW,(p + qV
which is Bombieri's inequality [4].
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Using Bombieri's proof in [4], J. L. Frot noted that the quantity X)/[P'Ö > PQi]
was real and positive. We deduce a stronger statement from Theorem 12:

Theorem 15. For all homogeneous polynomials P, Q, with degree m and n

respectively, we have

1 m    I _i_ Ml ^

y\p^pQñ=(m+\_xyy{n~i+khm-k) e [PL^mo?.
k=0 i{,...,ik = \

Proof. We set <p(P, Q) = OPÔ> PQi]-   Then an immediate computation

shows that

N

(10) cp{P, Q) = m(m + n)[PQ]2 - £[PÔ]2.
¡=i

Applying Theorem 11, we have

[PQ]2 =_i_ ™(n-m + k)\      " 2
1  yj       {m + n)\^ k\ ¿-    lr,t,...,,kW)U\ ,

V '    k=0 Í!.**r=l

but

(Pi)..ik_i(D) = Pil,...,ik_lJ(D),

and thus

^■'^•Í^É1^ Eu?.,smf
v y   fc=o ÍI.....Í*

-iiJiw^ë   £  w¡..-,,(»)*•
M ;'     i.i,.....4-i

which gives the result.

The previous results are algebraic identities. They have analytic consequences,

which are quantitative estimates, obtained by means of inequalities. These es-

timates will be the object of forthcoming papers.

Added in proof. As pointed out by D. Zielberger, a verification of the identity in

Theorem 12 can be obtained, taking for P, Q, R, S monomials and computing

P* ik(D)S and P* ¡k(D)Q- The result then can be derived from Chu's

identity £¿¡$(¡1,) = (J) -
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